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Q1/ choose the correct answer: (40 M)
1. The units ofheat flux are:

. o= tn{ r..\T . q, l,# q, * A*
lxr a.l'

Su bject: Heat Transfer
Class: 3'o Stage
Exam. Time: 3 Hours
Examiner: Dr. H. GH. Hameed

rs, .Watts/meters2 .Joules/Kg.K

oules / meters2 . Joules / second meter K

by the relationship
q/LT .h=Nuk/L .h_e/AT

tion only occurs in solids
. Convection cannot occur

on

.1600w .3200w 20w .40w .zero
ant rs:

W/m2Ka .567 x 10_6 Wmk
WmK

ixed convection
. Laminar and turbulent

. Cryogenic, ambient and high remperature

. C,ombined convection and conduction
. . Combined forced and free convection
10n

:

.:hLlk ,:L/k
on ofFourier's Law

p,, = r+ B,ar c'1'

T a boundary condition?

i-., 1,_k(dT/dx).=1= h(T, _ T)
WmK
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13. The statement T*:o : To, means that:. The temperature at x : 0 is zero
. The temperature at x : L is zero
. The surface at x : 0 is adiabatic

. The temperature at x = 0 is constant

. The temperature at x : L is constant

1f, The statement -k(dTldx)*=1 : h(T, - T1) means that:. The lemperature at x : L is constant . the heat flux at x: L ls constant. Heat transfer by convection is zero at x: L. Heat transfer by conduction is zero at x: L

l::l'

r- l!

. Heat_ transfer by convection equals that by conduction at x: L15. A large value ofheat transfer coefficient is equivalent to:. A large thermal resistance . A s
resistance . Zero thermaL resistance
16.
pip
1S I.800w .670W .3 kw .2.5kw .2kwl Z.Applied to a pipe, the criticar insuration radius describes a condition when:' The flow is turburent ' The heat flow is infinite . The heat flow is a maximum' The heat flow is a minimum . 1.tre treat flow is zero18' For l-D conduction in a prane wat, thr temferature distribution is:'Parabolic . Logarithmic . Linear ' . euadrati" 

-l 
Trigonometric19. A good insuiator has:

'A large value of k 'A small value of k . An infinite varue of k . A large value of h. A large value of h and a small vale of k
le ofa fin?
concrete baicony protruding from a wall
ulated pipe carrying high piessure steam

r a fin analysis ?

srant 
'-k(dT/dx)^=e: h,;o(T,.=l - T)

'Estimate Re 'Estimale the luid vel0city . Estimate the fluid thermar properties. Estimate the heat transfer coefficient . Estimate radiation effects23. Which of these is NOT a fluid property
'Density ' Thermal conductivity .-viscosity . prandtr number . Reynolds number24.Which statement is true of foiced 

"o.ru".iio.r?.NuoGrPr .NuoRepr .Nuopr(onty) .NuoM(Machnumber). Nu o Re (only)

n?
mal velocity

, AT . The flow is always laminar

J
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lJr_:o^Cnl,lr .Pr:pCp/p .p1:pCplk
27. In forced convection over a flat plate, what rs
local values of Nu and Re?

. The definition of the prandtl number is:
.Pr:pCp/k .Pr:hLlk
the appropriate length scale for

. The boundary layer thickness, 6

. The width (i.e. in the direction across the flow) of the plate. the thickness ofthe plate
. The distance from the leading edge (i.e., in the direction of the flow), x. The overall length ofthe plate,L
28. In forced convection over a flat plate, what is the appropriate length scare for theaverage Nusselt number?
. The boundary layer thickness, 6
. The width (i.e. in the direction across the flow) of the plate. The thickness ofthe plate

. . The distance from the leading edge (i.e., in the direction of the flow), xr/ . The overall length ofthe plate,L-
29. The Prandtl number is a measure of
' compressibility effects . Turbulence level . Forced / Free convection effects. Viscosity . Relative thickness of velocity and thermal ;";;;;l;y..,
30. Which is NOT an example of a heat exchanger?
. Automotive radiator . . Central heating radiator . Electric kettle. Engine oil cooler . Cooling tower
31: {:* radiator may be classified u, iuhut sort of heat exchanger?
' Shell and tube 'prate fin . Tube fin . Double pipJ . Direct contact32' For a heat exchanger passage with a value of heat transfer coefficient on eachside, h, the overall heat transfer coefficient is:.zh .h2 ,(h)r,, .w4 .w2
33' To increase the overall heat transfer coefficient in an air to water heat exchanger
one would:

(J' Increase the flow rate of the water . Increase the flow rate of the air and the water' Increase the flow rate ofthe air . Increase the air pressur" . Non. ofthese
rence is defined as:

. loge (ATl / AT2)
(LTt tAT2)
kJlkg.K) from 90"C to 70.C

.K). If the water has an inlet temperature

.40"c . 50.c

Q2lN Prove that the critical thickness of insuration for a circular pipe is: (5 M)

J
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Q2lB/ The Figure (1) shows a cross section through an insulated heating pipe which
is made from steel (k : 45 wm K) with an inner radius of 150 mm and an outer
radius of 155 mm. The pipe is coated with 100 mm thickness of insulation havins a
thermal conductivity of k: 0.06 wm K. Air at Ti : 60"c flows through the pipe ird
the convective heat transfer coefficient from the air to the inside of the pipe has a
value of hi : 35 w/mz K. The outside surface of the pipe is surrounded by air which
is at 15oC and the convective heat transfer coefficient on this surface has a value ofh^: 10 Wm2 K. Calculate: (10 M)
1- The heat loss through 50 m ofthis pipe.
2- The citical insulation radius.
3- Increasing the insulation thickness will decreasing the heat losses or increasing it.

Q3/ The design of a single 'pin fin' which is to be used in an array of identical pin
fins on an eiectronics heat sink is shown in Figure 2. The fin is made from cast
aluminum, k : 180 wm K, the diameter is 3 mm and the length 15 mm. There is a
heat transfer coefficient of 30 Wm2 K between the surface of the fin and sur.roundins
air which is at25oC. (15 M)
1. Use the expression for a fin with an adiabatic tip to calculate the heat flow throueh
a single pin fin when the base has a temperature of 55'C.
2. Calculate also the efficiency and the effectiveness ofthis fin design.

3. How long would this fin have to be to be considered "infinite"?

Q4/ The heat transfer coefficient for air flowing over a sphere (p :8933 kg/m3, c
:389 J/Kg.K and k :398 wm.I{) is to be determined by observing the temperature-
time history of a sphere fabricated from pure copper. The sphere, which is 72.7 mm
in diameter, is at 66 

oc before it is inserted into an airstream having a temperature of
27'c. A thermocouple on the outer surface of the sphere indicates 55 oc at 69 s after
the sphere is inserted into the airstream. Assume and then justiff that the sphere
behaves as a spacewise isothermal object and calculate the heat transfer coefficient.
(15 M)

Q5/ Air at temperature 527'c and 1 bar pressure flows with a velocity of 10 m/s over
a flar plate 0.5m long. Estimate the cooling rate per unit width of the plate needed to
maintain it at a surface temperature of 27 "C assuming the contribution of radiation
contribution is negligible. (15 M)

Q6/ A concentric tube heat exchanger is used to cool lubricating oil for a large diesel
engine. The inner tube is constructed of 2 mm wall thickness stainless steel, having k: 16 Wm K. The flow rate of cooling water through the inner tube (4 : 30mm) is 0.3
kg/s. The flow rate of oil tlrough the tube (r":50mm) is 0.r5 kg/s. Assurne fully
developed flow, if the oil cooler is to be used to cool oil from 90 oc to 50 oc usins
water available at 10 oC, calculate: (15 M)
a) The length of the tube required for parallel flow;

J
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length of the tube required for counterflow;
b) The area required for a single pass cross-flow heat exchanger with both streams
umixed, operating at the same temperatures and flow rates and with the same value of
U as in a and b above.

In$ul6tion, k ; 0"$6 W / m K

lnside air,
Ti'', = 60"C,
h,n =35W1m2 K

rr = t50 mm

/ \1

r:32$6mrrt
ra ='f Sf mm

T?

r{

Steelpipek=45WlmK
n

$urrounding air, T*1= 15"C, ho6 = {0 W / m? K

Figure I

Surrounding air, h = 30 W I m: K, Tlric = 25'e

u
=3mm

Base, Tn = 55"e
L=15mm

Qood Lucft

Figure 2

Head of Dep.
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Examiner
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Automotive TechnologY

e: 3 hours

Class: 3'd

Note : Answer Five questions onlv

Q1. Define-,,@ onlY:

Ministry of Higher Education

and Scientific Research

Al-Furat Al-Awsat Technical University

Engineering Technical College / Naj af
Final Exam 2015-20\6

Date: 1512016

(20 marks)

4- Hypoid differential gear set1- Impeiler
5- Synchronizer

2- Release fork
6- Torsion bar

3- Bell housing

1

2. Choose the correct answer: (20 marks)

- The intermediate position between drive and coast, when neither the ring gear nor the pinion

s driving each other, is cal1ed the .............. position'

) opposite b) retard c) advanced d) floating

- The ............. used to dampen and absorb engine impulses and drive train vibration.

) shock absorber b) spring c) clutch d) ball bearing

- When the impeller ii at maximum speed without rotation of the turbine the ............

The ,..... used to convert energy of vehicle weight movement up and down into heat'

) damper b) spring c) transmission d) clutch

- The .. .... is a channel for excess lubricant oil to go out, from between the two pieces in MT.

) oil seal b) synchronizer grooves c) bearing d) idler shaft

) engine rotate faster than the vehicle

) multi disc clutch wili sliPPage

b) vehicle move fast

d) greatest torque multiplication occurs

Q3 .A/ What are the main parts of the suspension system?

Q3.B/ What are the main parts of the clutch?

(10 M)
(10 M)
/lft N,{

5- master leaf spring

.A/ BXpiatn the Shlltlng prOCeOUre tO reverse gcar lll Illalruill LIa[rlur)Drv-tr

. B / Explain the operation of differential.

Q5. What are the functions of each one ( choose @ only)

i- C.V Joints 2- pilotbearing 3- counter shaft 4- stator

(10 M)

(20 marks)

(10 M)
(10 M)

Q6.A/ The drive shaft needs at ieast two pieces of U. joint ' Why?

Q6.B/ Expiain the operation of torque convefier

_ /.**
' Examiner

Ahmed Dheyaa Rabee

Head of Department

Dr. Haider Hasan
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Foundation of Technical Education
Technical Collage - Najaf

Automotive Eng, Department

Time: 3 Hour
Date: / 12016
( ) Trial

Notes/// f. Answer all questions 2 Each question has (nM) onty.

8Il A control system has a transfer function of:

G(s) =
8 (^s + 3)(s + 8)
(s+2)(.s+4)

-. what will be the output as a time function and the steady state error,\- 
when it is subject to a unit step input?

Q.2l Designthe PI - bontroller to contror the system described in the block

diagram below:

Q.3l Sketch the root locus for the system and discuss the stability.

--

Gc(s) (s+3xs2 +25+2)

(s2-4^s+20)
(r+2)(s+4)

Page 1 of 3



Foundation of Technical Education
. 

Technical Collage - Najaf
Automotiv€ Eng. Departmenf

subject: measurernent anil control Final Examination
Class: 3'd year

( ) Trial

Time: 3 Ifour
Date: / /2016

Notes/// L Answer all questions 2 Each question hds (nM) onty.

Q'41 Findthe state and output equations for the closed loop system shown in
figure.

Q.SlAnswer only one branch (A or B)

A)write the differential equations and its raplace transform for the
mechanical system below.

t,t.(s + 4)
(-s + 16)

40.

s(.r+2)

Page 2 of 3



Class: 3'd year Time: 3 Hour
Date: I / 2016
( ; triat

L

Notes/// 1. Answer at! questions 2 Each euestion hds (flM) onty.

B) Develop the differential equations and its laplace transform for the
electirical circuit below.

%K,y*,
Examiner

Mohammed N. Altemimi
Departmenl Header

Dr. Haider Hassan

T
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Ministry of Higher Education and Scientific Research
Al-F urat Al-Awsat Technical University

Tech. Eng. College - Najaf/Automobile Tech. Eng. Dept.
Final examination 2016

Subject: THEoRy oF MACHINES
Time: 3 hours

Class:l"t year.
Date: | /2016.

Notd/ Answer lbur questions onlJ,,

'\J

Q1
A mechanism, as shown in Fig. (1), has the following dimensions:
A = 200 mm; AB : 1.5 m; BC :600 mm; CD = 500 mm and BE = 400 mm.

If crank OA rotates uniformly at 120 r.p.m clockwise, find:
1. The velocity of B, C and D,
2. The angular velocity of the links AB, BC and CD. (25 Marks)

Fig.(l) E

x,**:1.:i**+:f *+*+:l:i,**t(****+*t )* * d. 
'* 

)k 
'* 

* + * * * * * + *:t * t :t,t !t + +r* {.*,}:} *,}* *:i*:f ,********t(**x+*+*rtr*trx**!*!*

Q2
A shaft canies four masses A, B, C and D of magnitude 200 kg, 300 kg,400 kg and 200 kg respectively
and revolving at radii 80 mm, 70 mm, 60 mm and 80 mm in planes measured from A at 300 mm, 400
mm and 700 mm. The angles between the cranks measured anticlockwise are A to B 45o, B to C 70o and
C to D 120". The balancing masses axe to be placed in planes X and Y. The distance between the planes

A and X is 100 mm, between X and Y is 400 mm and between Y and D is 200 mm. If the balancins
masses revolve at a radius of 100 mm, find their magnitudes and angular positions.

qre HrR +vt{_?_.

All diuturionr irt ru*

100 #rm

500 

-l
7D0

!00 lS

Fig.(2)

1-2

(25 Marks)
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Ministry_ of Higher Education and Scientific Research
Al-Furat At-Awsat Technical University

Tech. Eng. Coilege - Najaf/A"t rn;;il i;J. 
",n*. 

n"p,.
Final examinati on 2016Subject: THEoRy oF, MACHTNES

Timc: 3 hours Class:l't year.
Date: / /2016.Note// Answer four questions onfit.

Q3
An engine, running at 150 r.p.m., drives a line shaft by means of a belt. The engine pulley is 750 mmdiameter and the pulley on the line shaft being +so 

'nL. a soo mm diameter pu'ey on the line shaftot** "r]'rf":iffi' outttt keved to a avnamo shai. rind the speed of the ovnuro ,t ut, *t 
"o;

2. there is a slip of 2%o at each drive.

2

(") Minirhrh positioD,

(25 Marks)

a

*,1+,J:*+**:*'k*rr** *,k* +rr****,rr(,F* ******,* ****;*)k + *** )k,r* *t
e4 

'F xxx ax {'*** ** )k*'t* * 
'k 

* * * * * }* + 
'< 

* * * * rtith'

A Porter govemor has equal arms each 250 mm lon
ntral load

o lift and

range of

Fig.(3)

..,

750 mm
Englne sffart

Fig.(a)

1a

(6) Maxirnurn poEition.
(25 Marks)



Ministry_ of Higher Education and Scientific ResearchAl-Furat Al-Awsat Technical University
Tech. Eng. Colege - Najaf/A"t".;;it; i;;. nng. n"p,.

Final examinati on 2016Subject: THEORY OF, MACHINtrs
Time: 3 hours Class: 1't year.

Date: / /2016.Note// Answer four questions onlv.

Qs

(25 Marks)

nt ulz 4't
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Ministry of Higher Education and Scientific Research

Al-X'urat AFAwsat Technical University
Tech. Ene' Collage - Najaf/ Auiomobile Tech' Eng' Depl'

iinal examination/ 1't try (2015-2016)

Subiect: Automotive Electronics and Computer Control

Noles// 1. Plesse rcsd tlre questions carcfuu, 2' Ans )er all queslions

Class:3'd year
Date: | 6 | 2016

Time: 3 hours

Q! Which one of these (a, b, c, d) is the correct ans er? Please read carefully? lto%l

1. ltem Protects a circuit against damage caused by a short circuit is called

a) Resistors b) Relay c) Fuse d) Diode

2. Which of the following is correct?

a) Analog signals are either high-low, on-off, or yes-no'

b) Digital signals are infinitely variable within a defined range'

c) All of the above.

d) None of the above.

lnductive sensors usually produce a:

a) square wave

b) saw tooth wave

c) sine wave

d) triangle

Twotechnicionsorediognosingenginestortsthenstops.TechnicionAsoysthatthismeons
thot the TPS is supptying incorreit informotion to the PCM' Technicion B sqys that this

indicates that the CMP sensor is defective' Which technicion is correct?

a) A only. b) B only. c) BothAand B. d) NeitherAnorB'

3.

v.

5. Technician A says during the processing function the computer uses input information and

compares it to programmed instructions Technician B says during the output function the

comouter will put out control commands to various output devices Who is correct?

6.Twotechniciansqrediognosinghesitotionwhenoccelerdting'TechnicionAsoysthotthis
meons that the knocx sensor isiupplying improper information to the PCM. Technicidn B soys

thotthisindicdtesthotvocuumhosesforleok'Whichtechniciqniscorrect?

a) A only. b) B only. c) Both A and B . d) Neither A nor B.

a) A only. b) B only. c) BothAand B. d) NeitherAnorB'

7'TechnicianAsaysEPRoMmemoryisresponsib|eforstoringodometer.TechnicianBsaysit
is responsible for storing mileage reading for an electronic dash display Who is correct?

a) A only. b) B only. c) Both A and B. d) Neither A nor B.

8'ThemainEcU,input,parametersforcalcu|atingignitiontimingandinjectordurationare:
a) speed and temPerature

b) speed and load

c) pressure and temperature

d) pressure and load
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9. Logic g

I te simply reverses binary (1) to

i
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a) Aonly. b) Bonly. c) BothAand B. d) NeitherAnorB.j.0. Technician A says the knock sensor is located in the elin the cylinder head. who is correct? ngine block. Technician B says is located

a) Aonly. b) Bonty. c) BothAr
xx*,*++*+**,r.{1**r+-.--:"""--- 

botn A and B d) Neither A nor B.

e2. AnsWer OnlV five Or";;;:,...__+*,r.*+:*i.*,*r(,r*!r.,*1.,*,*i(,i.*:*,r(,F+,r,i+,***rr*,r.++*!r(*,*+
i.. Describe the basics o
2. Exptain the difterenci"Nuo^l].110' ""1 0R losic sate ration. Qs%l

3. Describe how the r,":1o"11ttn 
analog and digital rals.

4. Describe ,,o*.,..*ol,lur 
Motor tAc varve operate

5 Draw a block diagram o n timinS'

6. List and explain its locar nsors feed signals to EcU

x rt( ,i *,* * * ,i,F,F Jt * + *,t * ,f * !* * * * r ! & & - .. 
sors'

sL 
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t

A\\ Explain the application ar

L. Transaxre/Tr."rr,rr,"rort"",iion 
of the following terms:

2. Brake switch.

3. lmpact sensor.

4. Engine control module.

5. ABs.

6. Air bag module.

(ro%)

.J

B\\ Specify the location and problem of the following fault:s: {answer onlv fivel Fo%)Open MAF sensor,, shorted CMp sensor,, A faulty IAT sensor,, open Tp sensor,, Defective
oxygen sensor,, shorted wheel speeo sensor .

,F+ ** * *,t ,,( *,i ,! *,F:* * * * * * **** * ***** **r! **** ** * * *.*:r +* * * ** * * * *** **!* ** * * *
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Q4. A\\ pleose reod
problem? (Answer onlv three prcblemd

1. problem: Mr. Assed brings his 20L3 (Ford with multiport EFI) to the shop, sayingthere is engine difficurt to start when cord. The ignition system is in good condition.

2' Problem: Mr' Ahmed brings his (2014 Ford) into the shop.He explains that tne car

::ilj#::"" 
and then stops. rhe isnition and air induction systems ,r" 

_in 
gooU

t 
ffi#J::' 

Raid brings in his 2015 (Kia) into the shop, saying there is the lrregutar

4' probrem: Mr' Ari brings in his 2014 (Nissan) into the shop, saying there excessive fuelconsumption.

44. B\\ Describe the types of the oxygen sensor. H(diagnostics? v^v6crr serrsur' now can you make oxygen sensor
***+*r**'r**)*r<*l'*+++*+,r.x-l.xl.+***+,r)**+****i(*+r*+***+x+**xr(*x*)***r<x***_ilg"r"J___

Q5, Answer only four questions: 
e9%l

A/l Explain the types of vehicle speed sensor .

Bl / Draw IAC system block diagram.

C// Describe the closed loop of electronic fuel injection svstem,

D/ / Explain the diagnostic trouble codes (DTCS) associated with

!l What is the powertrain control svstem.

lLs%l

the throttle position sensor.I

I
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Notes// l. Please read the questions carqullJ), 2. Anshrer sll questions

01, Which one of these (a, b, c, d) is the correct answer? Please read carefully? lLo%l

1. ltem Protects a circuit against dama8e caused by a short circuit is called

a) Resistors b) Relay c) Fuse d) Diode

2. Which of the following is correct?

a) Analog signals are either high-low, on-off/ or yes-no.

b) Digital signals are infinitely variable within a defined range.

c) All of the above.

d) None ofthe above.

3. Inductive sensors usually produce a:

a)square wave

b) saw tooth wave

c) sine wave

d) tria ngle

4. Two technicions ore diagnosing engine storts then stops. Technicion A says thdt this meqns

that the TPS is supplying incorrect informotion to the PCM. Technicion B sqys thdt this

indicotes thot the CMP sensor is defective. Which technicion is correct?

a) A only. b) B only. c) Both A and B. d) Neither A nor B.

5. Technician A says during the processing function the computer uses input information and

compares it to programmed instructions. Technician B says during the output function the

computer will put out control commands to various output devices. Who is correct?

a) A o nly. b) B only. c) Both A and B . d) Neither A nor B.

6, Two technicions ore diognosing hesitotion when occelerdting. Technicion A soys thot this
meons thot the knock sensor is supplying improper inJormotion to the PCM. Technlcian B soys

thot this indicdtes thot vocuum hoses for leak. which techniciqn is correct?

a) A on ly. b) B only. c) Both A and B . d) Neither A nor B.

7. Technician A says EPRoM memory is responsible for storing odometer . Technician B says it
is responsible for storing mileage reading for an electronic dash display. Who is correct?

a) A only. b) B only. c) Both A and B. d) Neither A nor B.

8. The main ECU 'input' parameters for calculating ignition timing and injector duration are:

a) speed and tem perature

b) speed and load

c) pressure and temperature

d) pressure.a nd load
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Q1: A: Solve the following differentiai equations by using Laplace transtbrmation:

1- #n' - I - lu: t.f. 11{$} : t'.rl'{t]} : fl'

2- u" i-u:siut. iJ{{}l:!.${i:4-i'

B:

Finii{ r}rr' inrtrse t-a litcr" ltitttr{stl{1ls irI t hr': lilllrrrr'ir;g frlncti'rtlrl

Q2: Find the Fourier expansion of the following formula:

r1-1. f € Itl.'J);
'r(zj:tJ-r, /€12. ll'

Q3: Solve the following partial differential equation by separation ofvariables:

du ' dir
-.-':- * c_ ----ifr{" dr'

iittr,0,} =1

u{o,l). s

Q4:
{.isn l$es;tmu'* It{nthu,:l i$ {ind tlr+ nnl}' rr:rtl mnt n{ $le *quati*:r :r'r -;r - I = {} r:rrrtrc0

ir 1) r&tiru*1 Plnce"x,

Hint: start from x--1.5.

ff{*,ol= o

u(I,lj* 0

4slx

.:,)j;i1 :',j;l

3ll:1-.r a:Aj :,:;-jlr

-!'a-- ;*, r-,. ., -ra:;r

r,;J .-,. il _j +j-,!:_ .jr t!
;;,!. j'',, !, :r r*r i-;

.4i,: !+d, rf{l

ri;;j!'{+}ri l4g. !'



Q5: Compute the trapezoid.al approximation, and one of Simpsons rule for

{Lf* 
using a regular partition with n:4. Compare the results wirh rhe exact

Q6: Find the value ofy(2) for the following differential equation:

# * r, = r.3e-, . y(o) = s

the step used should be (0.5). Use Euler method.

J
GOOD tUCK
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Ql. Write True word in front ofcorrect sentence and False word in front of incorrect sentence with
correcting the error ofthe following: i '

(20 marks)
1. Auto CAD program one ofthe programs that help in design and engineering drawing.
2, Limit oommand useto set up drawing color.
J. CAD refers to car added design.

4. Printing any drawing object by command plot.
5. To draw circle in Auto CAD program at command line by write clr .

6. To change the drawing background go to file.
7, To draw pad of a circle in Auto CAD program at oommand line by write c .

8. To change the drawing units go to format.
9. To change the drawing size go to scale.
10. To draw dome in Auto CAD at command line by write 3d than write d

Q2' Deftne (WCS) and (UCS), what is the difference between them and what are the transformafion

methods from (WCS) to (UCS). e0 marks)

Q3 ' Whar is the opjects that apear in Auto CAD screen if you write the following steps that writen
in (macro methird), give sketh with dimentions for each one of the following. (choose four only)

l. L ; 100,100 ; @100,0 ; @0,100 ; @-100,0 ; c ;
2. rec;f;5 ; 0,0 ; 100,100 ;
3. pol;8; 150,150; c; 100;
4. el ; 0,0 ; @100,0 ; 50 ;
5, el ; c;50,50; @50,0;50;

(20 marks)

Q4. List in the coordinates entry methods in Auto CAD program with explain.

Q5. How can you done the folloing jops in Auto CAD program:-

(20 morks)

(20 marks)

1. Draw a polygon with 8 sides (the side length is l0mm)
2. Moving the polygon in section (1) for a distance 20 mm to risht side.
3. Draw a circle with 25 mm in radius than transform this circlJto cytinder with i00mn in height.4. Draw a box with side length of (100 mm)



Ou. *T:':.rl^l,l11"l1tl. 
Tu:,"r*-gar, how it is appear on Auro cAD screen and what is nameand funotion of each window of its windows. (20 md*s)
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Ql/ A hollow cylindrical steel shaft is l.5m and the ratio of inside to outside

diameters is (2/3).

A) What's the corresponding minimum value of the shearing stress in the shaft if
the torque and shearing stress are not exceeding 4.05KN.m and 120 Mpa
respectively?

B) what angle of twist will create at shearing stress of 70 Mpa on the inner surface

of the hollow steel shaft? (Note/ angle of twist must be in degrees).

Q2l A piston of 20 mm inside diameter, as shown in figure(2) have 150 Kpa
compression pressure and lZlKpa extension pressure using to test the rod's

stiffrress of 380Mpa ultimate point and 1.38 factor of safety and the endurance

strength equal to 0.4 ultimate strength. If you know that the.rod have square section

are4 design to calculate the side length (L) when the size effect is 0.8, surface

finish factor 0.93 and the stress concentration factor is 1.22 for the fatigue load.

Q3/ The load @) is applied on the bars as shown in the Fig.(3). Find the safe load
(P) if the stress in Copf.:r and steel are not to exceed 60N/mm2 and 120 N/mm2

respectively. E for steel :200 KN/mm2 and for Copper:l00KN/mm2. The Copper

rods are 40mmx40 mm in section and steel one is 50mmX50mmin section.

Q4/ A rectangular cross-section bar is welded to a support by means of the fillet
welds as shown in Fig.(a). Determine the size of the weld, if the permissible shear

in the weld is limited to 75Mpa.

Hint : use the table blow.

Q5/ Design a steel spherical shell with 0.3817m' capacity and the maximum
internal pressure is (1.663 Mpa). The increasing in volume under maximum
pressure is 0.039% of original volume and the permissible tensile stress of the

material is (85N/mm2). Take poison's ratio as 0.3 and E=200KN/mm2 for shell

material.

Lecturer
Dr. Ahmed H. Ali

Twe ofweld Polar moment of inertia Section modulus
t(b + L)^3
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